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Combining music and instruments from Brazil, Africa, the U.S.and the Caribbean, all centered around

steel drums. 17 MP3 Songs WORLD: World Traditions, WORLD: Island Details: This World Ensemble

continues to push the boundries of their performances combining music and instruments from Brazil,

Africa, the U.S.and the Caribbean all centered around steel drums. As a followup to the highly sucessful

2nd CD "J'Ouvert Comin" this CD offers an exciting blend of world music. From their constantly sold out

performances Caribbean Sound is in high in demand for their virtuosity and outstanding shows. This is a

group you don't want to miss. Muzik Reviewz Mary Rudy The sounds coming from the Caribbean Sound

cd has been a real pleasure to listen to and review. To be quite honest, I have not been a big fan of

instrumental music, probably due to most all the reviewing I do has vocals involved-but this cd has been a

real change for me as an reviewer. If you need a change of pace or just need to relax and relieve some of

that stress that has accumulated from a hard day at work - well then the 'Evolution' cd from Caribbean

Sound is exactly what you need. It will soothe every part of your being. The Caribbean Sounds 'Evolution'

CD can spark a interest for all listeners. And for those of you that have and/or still in the Armed Forces,

you will be thrilled to hear the Caribbean Sounds 'Armed Forces Medley', done quite well and elegantly.

Something to be proud of. The Caribbean Sound are a group of musicians that have been there, done

that and have worked hard to get where they are now. The Caribbean Sound consist of: Barry Olsavsky -

Manager, arranger, composer, and lead panist, performs on Low Lead, Double Seconds, Single Lead and

percussion.....Mike Wilson - Triple Guitars, Single Second, Percussion.....Sean Tarleton -

Bassist.....Danny Stimpson - drum set and percussion..... Just to name a few tunes that caught my

attention are: 'Hippies on the Beach' - this is a soft tune that I found very soothing.....'Dreams of the

Children' - just like dreams of children, the music in this tune is sometimes sweet, sometimes playful,
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sometimes active/intense. I guess you could say this was one of my favorites..... 'Casablanca' - starts out

with a Jamaican sound and then takes on a jazzy life of its own.....'Last Train Home' - this lil' tune took on

a jazzy number with country rockish slight overtones. And a couple more caught my attention and they

could almost fall into the same category, and they are, 'Barrel' and 'Tamboo Bamboo' - drums and

percussion, these two tunes kind of satisfied my native american inner-roots. Every person should have in

their cd collection music that is good and soothing to their soul, and I feel that this is one of those cd's. So

visit the Caribbean Sound Website at: caribbeansoundand purchase your 'Evolution' CD...
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